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ABSTRACT: In the context of magneto-structural study, a
relatively short alkyl group was introduced to anionic spin-
crossover (SCO) building blocks based on [Fe(py3CR)(NCS)3]

−,
where py3CR stands for tris(2-pyridyl)methyl derivatives. The
linear alkyl and acyloxyl derivatives of Me4N[Fe(py3CR)(NCS)3]
with R = CnH2n+1 (n = 1−7) and CnH2n+1CO2 (n = 1−6) were
synthesized, and the magnetic study revealed that all the
compounds investigated here exhibited SCO. The SCO temper-
ature (T1/2) varied in 289−338 K for the alkylated compounds,
and those of the acyloxylated ones were lower with a narrower
variation width (T1/2 = 216−226 K). The crystal structures of the
former with n = 3, 4, and 5 and the latter with n = 1, 4, 5, and 6
were determined, and various molecular arrangements were
characterized. There is no structural evidence for a molecular fastener effect. The plots on T1/2 against n displayed a pronounced
odd−even effect; the SCO temperatures of the homologues with even n are relatively higher than those of the homologues with odd
n. The odd−even effect on T1/2 may be related with the entropy difference across the SCO, rather than crystal field modification or
intermolecular interaction. The present work will help molecular design to fine-tune T1/2 by means of simple chemical modification
like alkylation and acyloxylation.

■ INTRODUCTION

Various solid-state magnetic switches are attracting much
attention to materials chemists because of future application to
sensors, displays, memories, and other devices.1,2 Spin
crossover (SCO) materials involving an iron(II) high-spin
(HS)/low-spin (LS) transition are the most intensively studied
because alteration between paramagnetic (S = 2) and
diamagnetic (S = 0) states would bring about a distinct switch
of magnetic and/or chromic properties.
In such development stages, prediction, control, and fine-

tuning of the SCO-related phenomena seem to be important
issues, and the SCO is supposed to be regulated with a crystal
field around the iron(II) ion on the basis of the molecular/
crystal design.3,4 In particular, the electron-donating/-with-
drawing and steric substituent effects have much relation with
the SCO behavior.5 The SCO temperature can also be
modulated by intermolecular interaction.6 Introduction of
moderate intermolecular interactions, such as π−π stacking,
hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interchain interactions,
has been a beneficial challenge in crystal design toward
multifunctional materials chemistry.6,7 Long alkyl chains are
often introduced to SCO materials as a mesogen in connection
with possible cooperativity and bistability as well as trapping
effects.7,8 Actually, there have been several reports on the

development of SCO liquid crystals and the application to soft
matter.9

In the present study, however, a comparably short alkyl
group was introduced to SCO building blocks in the context of
the magneto-structural study. The motivation of the present
study is to bestow the SCO materials an odd−even or parity
effect. Various odd−even effects with respect to the carbon
atom number in linear alkyl chains appear in many aspects.
Typically, the alkanoic acids are well-known to display the
odd−even alternation in their melting points; those with even-
numbered carbon atoms in the alkyl portion are higher than
the average of those of the nearest homologues with odd-
numbered carbon atoms.10 Interestingly, the reversal odd−
even effect is often recorded; for example, dialkyl succinates
with odd numbers of the carbon atoms in the alkyl side chain
show higher melting points than the immediately adjacent
analogues with even numbers.11a Breaking the odd−even
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alternation has been reported for the self-assembly of linear
bis(benzamides).11b The odd−even effects on the mesophase
transition temperature have been studied for some liquid
crystalline materials having a linear alkyl bridge.12 The alkyl-
substituted tetracenes are yellow to red in their solid state,
depending on the parity of the atom number of the alkyl
carbon atoms.13a Aggregation-induced emissive materials also
exhibited an odd−even effect in chiral assembly.13b Further-
more, the odd−even behavior affects the molecular assembly
and macroscopic crystal morphology.14 A number of surface
and interfacial materials carrying alkyl chains have many odd−
even phenomena in the structures and properties.15 Assuming
the trans zigzag conformation of the alkyl group in the
isomorphous crystal lattice, the end chain interaction is
alternating by an sp3-hybridized angle, 109.5°, with an increase
of the number of carbon atoms.16

Thermodynamic parameters exhibited an odd−even effect
across phase transition phenomena.10,11,17 The transition
temperature is regulated by the relation Ttr = ΔtrH/ΔtrS.
The odd−even effects are explained in terms of the crystal
packing and alkyl conformation.11−17 However, if Ttr is
elevated/lowered, one can hardly tell whether an origin resides
in enhanced/reduced ΔtrH, reduced/enhanced ΔtrS, or both. A
combined study from structural and thermodynamic experi-
ments is required to obtain further insight into this question.
We have so far developed the SCO complexes using

[Fe(py3CR)(NCS)3]
− building blocks, where py3CR stands for

tris(2-pyridyl)methyl derivatives with R = H, OH, CH3, py,
and so on (Scheme 1).18 Anionic SCO complex ions are

somewhat rare, and furthermore the [Fe(py3CR)(NCS)3]
−

family exhibits a range of interesting SCO properties;
Me4N[Fe(py3COH)(NCS)3](H2O) showed thermal hystere-
sis with a temperature-scan rate dependence,18a [Fe(py4C)2]-
[Fe(py4C)(NCS)3]2 exhibited efficient light-induced excited
spin-state trapping,18d Me4N[Fe(py3C-n-C18H37)(NCS)3] dis-
played an order−disorder structural transition accompanied by
SCO,18e and the first FeN4S2 SCO compounds were
discovered in dinuclear [{Fe(py3COH)(NCS)(μ-NCS)}2]-
(PrOH)2

18f and polynuclear derivatives.19 In this study, on
varying the length of the R portions (Scheme 1), we
systematically investigated the SCO temperature depending
on n, the number of carbon atoms in R.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Derivatization of py3CR from 2-picoline has been established in the
line of R = CH3

20 and C18H37(stearyl).
18e The tripodal alkylated

ligands py3CCnH2n+1 (n = 1−7) were thus prepared according to the
established method. The key step is a double aromatic nucleophilic
substitution of 2-halopyridine, and the yields were often low.
Esterification on py3COH can be subjected to a manner for the
known acetate py3COC(O)CH3.

21 The tripodal ester ligands
py3COC(O)CnH2n+1 (n = 1−6) were prepared in reasonable yields.

After the ligands, py3CR and py3COC(O)R, were separated and
purified, complex formation with iron(II) chloride, lithium
thiocyanate, and tetramethylammonium chloride in methanol gave
corresponding target complexes, Me4N[Fe(py3CCnH2n+1)(NCS)3]
(1a− 7a for n = 1−7) and Me4N[Fe(py3COC(O)CnH2n+1)(NCS)3]
(1e− 6e for n = 1−6) as light brown to red polycrystals. They turned
dark red at 100 K. The molar ratio of the reactants was optimized for
decreasing bis(tripod) complexes as a byproduct. The samples were
subjected to elemental, spectroscopic, and magnetic analyses without
further purification. The absence of solvent molecules was confirmed
by means of elemental analysis and infrared spectroscopy. X-ray
quality crystals were applied to the structural study.

X-ray diffraction data of a single crystal were collected on a
RIGAKU Saturn70 CCD diffractometer with graphite monochro-
mated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at 100 K. Selected
crystallographic data are given in Table 1. CCDC reference numbers
1993173, 1999658, 1993174, 1993175, 1993176, 1993177, and
1993179 are for 3a, 4a, 5a, 1e, 4e, 5e, and 6e, respectively. For the
ester compounds, the structures were also determined at 296 K.
Selected crystallographic data are listed in Table S1 (Supporting
Information). CCDC reference numbers 2006066, 2006067,
1993178, and 2006068 are for 1e, 4e, 5e, and 6e, respectively.

Magnetic susceptibilities of polycrystalline samples were measured
on a Quantum Design MPMS-XL7 SQUID magnetometer with an
applied field of 5000 Oe. No thermal hysteresis was recorded in
repeated measurements on heating and cooling between 10 and 400
K. For details of the experiments, see the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS

Crystal Structures. Crystal structures have successfully
been determined for 3a, 4a, 5a, 1e, 4e, 5e, and 6e (Table 1),
and the space groups are P1, P1, P21/c, P21/c, P21/n, P1, and
P1, respectively. The molecular structures (except side chains)
are quite similar to each other, as shown in Figure 1 (left
panels). A tripodal N,N′,N″-tridentate donor, py3CR, and
three NCS− coligands afforded an FeN6 coordination sphere.
Although the Fe-NCS− portions were somewhat bent, the
[Fe(py3CR)(NCS)3]

− core possesses an approximate C3v
symmetry. The Fe−N bond lengths in these compounds
varied in ca. 1.92−1.99 Å at 100 K, being assignable to LS
iron(II) ions. The countercation Me4N

+ is usually found near
the NCS− coligands, just like being embraced with three facial-
configured NCS− groups (Figure S1, Supporting Information).
We have to pay attention to the molecular arrangement in each
crystal, especially folding patterns of alkyl side chains, as
described below. Very interestingly, various packing motifs
appeared (Figure 1, right panels).
As Table 1 and Figure 1a show, 3a crystallizes in a triclinic

P1 space group. The propyl groups, having an anti
conformation, are arranged in a layer structure parallel to the
crystallographic ac plane, together with NCS ligands and Me4N
ions. Two nearest-neighboring propyl groups are related with a
crystallographic centrosymmetry and arranged in a head-to-
head manner, not side-by-side. The interatomic distance
between the alkyl terminal carbon atoms is 3.777(3) Å. No
disorder was found, and the thermal displacement of every
atom was considerably small at 100 K. Since the present series
has an anionic charge at the iron(II) complex, we checked
possible S···H−C interactions.22 The shortest distances are
2.82 Å for S1···H14i and 2.94 Å for S1···H2ii (the symmetry
operation codes of i and ii are −x, −y+1, −z+1 and x, y+1, z,
respectively, being shorter than the sum of the van der Waals
radii (S/H: 3.0 Å).23 The contacting hydrogen atoms belong
to pyridine rings in neighboring molecules, and this finding

Scheme 1. Structural Formulas of py3CR (Left) and
py3COC(O)R (Right)
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suggests that the S···H−C interactions may play an important
role in the arrangement of the complex anion portion.
The crystal determination of 4a left relatively large final R

values, owing to a small size and possible twinning of crystals.
This may be related to the presence of a directional disorder of
the [Fe(py3CC4H9)(NCS)3]

− portion: a reversal position
between an iron(II) ion and a tris(2-pyridyl)methyl quaternary
carbon atom. However, eventually the molecular structure and
thermal displacement factors for the major atomic positions
were reasonably refined without introduction of any disorder
model (Figure 1b). The butyl group has an anti zigzag
conformation, and the thermal displacement was relatively
small. The crystal of 4a is practically isomorphous to that of 3a,
as supported with the cell parameters (Table 1), regardless of
the difference of the side chains. The interatomic distance
between the alkyl terminal carbon atoms is 3.92(2) Å.
On the other hand, 5a crystallizes in a monoclinic P21/c

(Figure 1c). The pentyl group displays an all-anti zigzag
conformation. No disorder occurs throughout the alkyl group.
The pentyl groups, NCS ligands, and Me4N ions are gathered
together in a layer parallel to the ab plane in the crystal of 5a.
The nearest pentyl groups, related with a centrosymmetry, are
separated by >4.0 Å. In comparison with 3a and 4a, the crystal
system and space group of 5a are different; and accordingly
intermolecular contacts are different, but a layered structure
has been found in common. No appreciable van der Waals
contact is observed with respect to the alkyl group for 3a, 4a,
or 5a.
Figure 1d shows the crystal structure of 1e in a monoclinic

P21/c space group, and the acetyl group in 1e is surrounded
with a NCS ligand, pyridine ring, and acetyl group from
neighboring molecules. Probably the acetyl methyl group is too
short, so that they cannot penetrate into the ionic-like layer
consisting of the NCS and Me4N ions. In other words, the
acetyl methyl groups are well separated from each other.
The space group of the crystal of 4e is monoclinic P21/n

(Figure 1e), which is a different cell setting of P21/c but
favorable because of a “more orthorhombic” unit cell. The cell

can be converted to P21/c, giving a = 13.773(12), b =
27.133(11), c = 15.976(10) Å, and β = 148.62(2)°. Thus,
despite the same space group of 1e and 4e, the molecular
arrangements are completely different. It should be noted that
the butyl group in 4e showed a gauche conformation at the
terminal methyl group. It may be caused by the intermolecular
van der Waals repulsive interaction between the terminal
methyl and an NCS− sulfur atom in a neighboring molecule.
The butyl group penetrates the ionic layer, and the shortest
intermolecular alkyl···alkyl distance is recorded between the
terminal methyl carbon atoms (3.896(5) Å). The crystal
packing seems to be rigid, as indicated with the small
displacement factors and the absence of disorder.
Compound 5e crystallizes in triclinic P1. The pentyl group

in 5e showed a gauche conformation in the central C−C bond.
Namely, the side chain structures of 4e and 5e are quite similar
to each other except for an additional methyl in 5e. Similarly,
the gauche formation may be owing to intermolecular reasons:
van der Waals repulsive interactions between the terminal ethyl
moiety and a pyridine ring in a neighboring molecule. The two
facing pentyl groups are related with a centrosymmetry.
Relatively large thermal displacement factors can be found
around the gauche-configured carbon atoms, suggesting the
internal angular motion in the alkyl group. Whereas no
disorder model is required in the pentyl group, a disorder
model has been introduced to the Me4N ion. Resultant thermal
displacement factors in the Me4N ions are still large. A loose
packing motif seems to be located in a pentyl-Me4N layer,
parallel to the crystallographic b + c direction.
Figure 1g shows the crystal structure of 6e in a triclinic P1

space group. The hexyl chain has a severe disorder with the
optimized major/minor ratio of 0.599(5)/0.401(5). As for the
terminal methyl group in the major skeleton, the third
disordered position was found with the occupancy factor of
0.313(7)/0.287(8). Only the skeleton with the largest
occupancy is drawn in Figure 1g. The hexyl moieties from
the neighboring molecules are faced to each other with a
centrosymmetric relation. There are two gauche conformations

Table 1. Selected Crystallographic Parameters of 3a, 4a, 5a, 1e, 3e, 4e, 5e, and 6e, Measured at 100 K

compound 3a 4a 5a 1e 4e 5e 6e

formula C26H31FeN7S3 C27H33FeN7S3 C28H35FeN7S3 C25H27FeN7O2S3 C28H33FeN7O2S3 C29H35FeN7O2S3 C30H37FeN7O2S3
formula weight 593.60 607.63 621.66 609.56 651.64 665.67 679.69
crystal system triclinic triclinic monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic triclinic triclinic
space group P1̅ P1̅c P21/c P21/c P21/n P1̅ P1̅
a/Å 9.2099(19) 9.2611(18) 9.1655(19) 12.4158(18) 8.321(4) 9.107(2) 9.180(3)
b/Å 11.130(2) 11.847(2) 13.567(3) 8.9043(11) 27.133(11) 11.962(3) 12.000(4)
c/Å 14.182(3) 13.819(2) 23.870(5) 25.163(4) 13.773(12) 16.391(4) 16.549(8)
α/deg 74.355(9) 73.673(5) 90. 90. 90. 100.092(12) 99.78(6)
β/deg 87.917(10) 90.063(6) 91.223(9) 94.402(6) 90.921(7) 105.352(12) 105.90(5)
γ/deg 85.449(10) 89.848(6) 90. 90. 90. 106.713(11) 105.91(5)
V/Å3 1395.3(5) 1455.0(5) 2967.5(10) 2773.7(7) 3109(3) 1586.9(7) 1625.9(15)
Z 2 2 4 4 4 2 2
dcalcd/g·cm−3 1.413 1.387 1.391 1.460 1.392 1.393 1.388
μ (MoKα)/mm−1 0.794 0.763 0.750 0.806 0.724 0.711 0.695
no. of unique refls. 24025 16770 46614 26141 34800 27796 27414
R(F) (I > 2σ(I))a 0.0327 0.1376 0.0380 0.0680 0.0524 0.0670 0.0592
wR(F2) (all refls.)b 0.0758 0.3477 0.0913 0.1238 0.0872 0.1889 0.1849
GOF parameter 1.042 1.475 1.036 1.037 1.279 1.113 1.103
Δρmax, Δρmin/e Å−3 0.32, −0.41 2.82, −1.05 0.52, −0.55 0.50, −0.56 0.33, −0.32 1.76, −0.95 1.16, −0.76
aR = Σ[|F0| − |Fc|]/Σ|F0|. bwR = [Σw(F02 − Fc

2)/ΣwFo4]1/2. cThe cell parameters are chosen as a nonstandard setting for the sake of comparison
with those of 3a.
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in a hexyl chain. The cell constants of 6e are very close to those
of 5e in the same space group. Actually the total ionic lattices
are practically isomorphous. However, the alkyl conformations

are different. The pentyl group of 5e is bent in the c axis
direction (Figure 1f as a projection view on the bc plane),
whereas the hexyl group of 6e in the b + c direction (Figure

Figure 1.Molecular structures of complex anion moieties (left) and packing motifs (right) for (a) 3a, (b) 4a, (c) 5a, (d) 1e, (e) 4e, (f) 5e, and (g)
6e measured at 100 K. Selected atomic numbering is also shown. Hydrogen atoms are omitted. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability
level. Only a major conformation is drawn for tetramethylammonium cation moieties in (f) and for tetramethylammonium cation and hexyl chain
moieties in (g).
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1g). A disorder was found in Me4N ion as well, and
accordingly a loose packing motif is located in a layer parallel
to the crystallographic b + c direction.
At this stage, isomorphism has barely been observed among

the compounds investigated here, or even we could hardly find
out any particular intermolecular interaction in these families.
Isomorphous molecular arrangement and alkyl folding motif
were characterized only between 3a and 4a. The common
feature observed here is an approximate bilayer structure. The
hydrophobic alkyl groups are located in the clearance of the
ionic lattice composed by Fe(NCS)3

− and Me4N
+ portions.

Such a structure has been clarified typically on the stearyl
analogue, in which the hydrophobic interaction is definitive in
the completely parallel alignment of the stearyl groups,18e often
referred as a molecular fastener.24 In sharp contrast to the
stearyl case, there is no evidence of parallel or antiparallel
aggregation of the alkyl groups in the present series. Even
though the shorter alkyl analogues in the present study
displayed hydrophobic interaction, the layer character seems to
be somewhat vague.
The present complex salts comprise a very large ionic head

(Me4N)[(SCN)3Fe(py3C)-] and a relatively small alkyl tail
(CnH2n+1- and CnH2n+1CO2-). This structural feature may bring
about an incommensurate lattice and void space around the
tail, being favorable to the internal motional freedom of the
alkyl group.
The crystal structure analysis at 296 K was also carried out

on 1e, 4e, 5e, and 6e (Table S1 and Figure S1, Supporting

Information). The crystal system and space group were never
changed in comparison with those of 100 K. However, the Fe−
N bond lengths at 296 K (2.07−2.24 Å) became ca. 10%
longer than those of 100 K. This finding implies that the
iron(II) ions are HS and entirely agrees well with the magnetic
study (see below); the SCOs of 1e, 4e, 5e, and 6e were almost
completed at 296 K.

Magnetic Properties. The magnetic susceptibilities were
measured on a SQUID magnetometer, and all of the samples
investigated here displayed clear SCO. The raw data are shown
in Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting Information). The χmT
values in low- and high-temperature sides are consistent with
the S = 0 and 2 states, respectively.
The SCO profiles were gradual, so that the magnetic data

were found to obey the van’t Hoff formula (eq 1)25 on the
basis of spin equilibrium, assuming that any rigid crystal effect
and cooperativity are minor. The χmT vs T profile was
converted to γHS vs T with eq 2, where γHS implies the molar
fraction of the HS molecules. Figures 2a and b show the
reduced γHS vs T plots for the alkyl and acyloxyl series,
respectively. The Curie constant (C0) and an impurity bias
(C1) were optimized with numerical analysis (Table 2).
Eventually, satisfactory simulated curves are drawn.

γ =
+ [ Δ − ]H R T T

1
1 exp ( / )(1/ 1/ )HS

1/2 (1)

χ γ= +T C Cm 0 HS 1 (2)

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of γHS for (a) 1a−7a and (b) 1e−6e. The solid lines stand for the best fit to the van’t Hoff equation. For the
parameters, see Table 2.

Table 2. Optimized Thermodynamic Parameters for 1a−7a and 1e−6e

compound n C0
a/cm3 K mol−1 C1/cm

3 K mol−1 T1/2/K ΔH/kJ mol−1 ΔS/J K−1 mol−1

1a 1 3.218(14) 0.075(4) 313.4(2) 36.0(3) 115(1)
2a 2 2.35(6) 0.219(8) 338.2(15) 29.8(9) 88(3)
3a 3 2.80(7) 0.00(2) 298.4(11) 34.0(16) 114(5)
4a 4 3.068(9) 0.043(2) 315.4(1) 33.85(17) 107(1)
5a 5 3.27(4) 0.131(11) 288.9(6) 24.4(5) 84(2)
6a 6 2.67(2) 0.068(3) 334.8(5) 29.6(3) 89(1)
7a 7 2.83(7) 0.268(10) 331.7(18) 24.8(8) 75(2)
1e 1 2.84(2) 0.131(9) 219.0(2) 26.2(5) 120(2)
2e 2 3.08(5) 0.20(2) 226.2(4) 22.3(6) 98(3)
3e 3 3.43(4) 0.081(13) 215.6(3) 22.5(5) 104(2)
4e 4 3.84(7) 0.12(2) 226.2(5) 17.9(5) 79(2)
5e 5 3.56(6) 0.02(2) 220.5(5) 26.9(10) 122(4)
6e 6 3.49(6) 0.03(2) 226.3(4) 25.6(8) 113(4)

aA χmT contribution proportional to T in the LS phase was subtracted, leading to a small C0 value.
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The SCO temperature T1/2 is defined as the temperature at
which molar fractions of the HS and LS species are equal. The
transition entropy change is related with ΔS = ΔH/T1/2
because ΔG vanishes at equilibrium. The thermodynamic
parameters ΔH and ΔS are also summarized in Table 2.
The T1/2 values of the alkyl and acyloxyl families varied in

289−338 K and 216−226 K, respectively (Figure 3a). Note
that all the data points are plotted together with an error bar,
and the error seems to be considerably reduced, thanks to
many data points from the entire temperature range used in
the present analysis. The plots of T1/2 against n display an up−
down alternation, like the melting point of alkanoic acids. The
SCO temperatures of the alkyl homologues (1a−7a) with even
n are relatively higher than those of the subset of odd n (a red
line in Figure 3a). The T1/2 shift is notable as indicated with
ΔT1/2 = ca. 30 K. Though the range of the SCO temperatures
of the acyloxyl homologues (1e−6e) is relatively narrow
(ΔT1/2 = ca. 10 K), a similar trend is recorded (a blue line in
Figure 3a). The acyloxyl family has an additional ester group in
between, and it is acceptable that the odd−even effect would
be weakened in comparison with that of the alkyl homologues.
Actually, as preliminary results, the alkyl homologues with n ≥
8 or the acyloxyl homologues with n ≥ 7 did not show an
odd−even effect any more. This effect is found to be
remarkable in a range of the short alkyl and acyloxyl chains.
Since the alkyl groups were hardly gathered together in the

crystal lattice, the hydrophobic interaction seems to play a
minor role in crystallization. This situation is completely
different from the known SCO compounds accompanied by
supramolecular arrangement of alkyl groups.6,26,27 In spite of
the various packing motifs and intermolecular interactions
found among the present compounds, the SCO characteristics
unexpectedly displayed a regular up−down alternation profile.

■ DISCUSSION
The SCO phenomenon are well-known to have much relation
with the crystal field of the iron(II) center.1 In fact, the
suppression of the T1/2 of the acyloxylated family, compared to
that of the alkylated family, can be explained in terms of the
inductive substituent effect from the electronegative oxygen
atoms. An octahedral crystal field is weaker, and the HS state is
more stabilized, leading to a lower T1/2. However, in the
present study, attention must be paid to an n-dependence on
T1/2 recorded within each family. It is unlikely that the steric
effect from the aliphatic portion modulates the crystal field
strength, because of a long distance between the SCO

chromophore and terminal alkyl group. It is less likely either
that intermolecular interaction regulates the SCO, because the
regular up−down alternation appeared, regardless of the
various intermolecular contacts.
In theory28 the entropy difference of SCO can be calculated

as a sum of contributions of electronic, vibrational, conforma-
tional, rotational, and translational terms (eq 3). In the solid
state, two last terms are excluded. The electronic contribution
is given with the degeneracy of each state as shown in eq 4. In
the case where singlet and quintet states are involved, the
electronic contribution is given as R ln 5 = 13.38 J K−1 mol−1.
Strictly speaking, the ΔSelec term also contains the orbital
degeneracy contribution. Obviously, the real geometry of the
complex makes this contribution equal to zero.

Δ = Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ + ΔS S S S S Selec conf vib rot trans (3)

Δ =
+
+

S R
S
S

ln
2 1
2 1elec

HS

LS (4)

Although the SCO temperature ranges are quite different
between the two series, the ΔS values fell in the same range as
75(2)−122(4) J K−1 mol−1 (Figure 3b). It seems to be helpful
to compare with the value ΔS = 62(1) J K−1 mol−1 known for
R = C18H37.

18e,29 In that case, the conformational isomerism
has been fully characterized to be an order−disorder-type with
respect solely to one C−C bond. Under such conditions,
ΔSconf should be applied as R ln 2 = 5.76 J K−1 mol−1. Even
taking ΔSconf into account, we find that the residual ΔS still
remains large. It is acceptable that the vibrational contribution
around the FeN6 structures would be close to each other in the
homologues Me4N[Fe(py3CR)(NCS)3]. Accordingly, the
ΔSconf and ΔSvib contributions would be significant, regarding
the degree of freedom due to morphology especially in the
alkyl portions.
The excess ΔS values might be attributed to ΔSvib and

related ΔSconf contributions. The present compounds have a
much shorter alkyl group than C18H37, but very interestingly
the observed overall entropy changes are comparably larger. It
can be pointed out that that the C18H37 chain displayed regular
trans zigzag conformation for the most part,18e possibly thanks
to a fastener effect. In other words, the chain seems to be rigid
though long. The degree of vibrational freedom in alkyl groups
has been considered in relation to isomerism between anti and
gauche conformers.30 This mechanism has been spectroscopi-
cally proven in the first-order phase transition observed for
ionic conductors based on quaternized 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]-

Figure 3. (a) SCO temperatures (T1/2) of 1a−7a and 1e−6e as a function of the number of carbon atoms in the alkyl side chain (n). (b) The
molar entropy changes across the SCO (ΔS) in 1a−7a and 1e−6e as a function of n.
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octanes.31 They exhibited the odd−even effect, which was
analyzed in connection with infrared vibration spectroscopy. In
the present study, a gauche conformation with appreciable
thermal displacement was actually found in 4e, 5e, and 6e.
From the large thermal ellipsoids around the gauche-related
carbon atoms (Figures 1f and 1g), conformational motions like
a crankshaft or a bicycle pedal is possibly assumed. Such an
increase of intramolecular motional freedom seems to affect
the entropy change in the SCO transformation.
We suppose that the odd−even effect observed here would

be ascribable to the intramolecular origin and that the internal
conformational motion of the alkyl group seems to be essential.
The role of the alkyl groups may reside in regulating the
thermodynamic parameters on the basis of the entropy-driven
SCO mechanism.
As Figure 3b shows, the entropy changes of 1e−6e showed a

regularly alternating dependence. On the other hand, the up−
down alternation is violated across 4a. A similar broken profile
has been reported on the odd−even effect in the melting point
of linear alkanols, but no structural information has been
reported.32 The finding in the present study is probably related
to the difference of the crystal packing motifs (P1 and P21/c
for 3a and 5a, respectively).

■ CONCLUSION
The short linear alkyl and acyloxyl derivatives of Me4N[Fe-
(py3CR)(NCS)3] with R = CnH2n+1 (n = 1−7) and
CnH2n+1CO2 (n = 1−6) underwent gradual SCO. The plots
on T1/2 against n displayed the distinct odd−even effect. From
the crystallographic study there is no evidence of parallel or
antiparallel aggregation of the alkyl groups often referred to as
a molecular fastener effect. Instead, there are often found
gauche conformations with a severe disorder and thermal
displacement in the alkyl chain. The odd−even effect on T1/2
may be related with the entropy difference across the SCO,
rather than crystal field modification or intermolecular
interaction.
The SCO temperatures are located near room temperature,

for the alkylated derivatives in particular, being suitable for
future application. The T1/2 shift is substantial, as large as ca.
30 and 10 K for the alkyl and acyloxyl families, respectively.
The present work will help molecular design to fine-tune T1/2
by means of simple chemical modification like alkylation and
acyloxylation.
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